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QUESTION 1

After imaging a disk as part of an investigation, a forensics analyst wants to hash the image using a tool that supports
piecewise hashing. Which of the following tools should the analyst use? 

A. md5sum 

B. sha256sum 

C. md5deep 

D. hashdeep 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

An incident responder has collected network capture logs in a text file, separated by five or more data fields. Which of
the following is the BEST command to use if the responder would like to print the file (to terminal/screen) in numerical
order? 

A. cat | tac 

B. more 

C. sort –n 

D. less 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://kb.iu.edu/d/afjb 

 

QUESTION 3

An automatic vulnerability scan has been performed. Which is the next step of the vulnerability assessment process? 

A. Hardening the infrastructure 

B. Documenting exceptions 

C. Assessing identified exposures 

D. Generating reports 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://securityintelligence.com/a-step-by-step-guide-to-vulnerability-assessment/ 
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QUESTION 4

After a security breach, a security consultant is hired to perform a vulnerability assessment for a company\\'s web
application. Which of the following tools would the consultant use? 

A. Nikto 

B. Kismet 

C. tcpdump 

D. Hydra 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://www.scnsoft.com/blog/network-vulnerability-assessment-guide 

 

QUESTION 5

While reviewing some audit logs, an analyst has identified consistent modifications to the sshd_config file for an
organization\\'s server. The analyst would like to investigate and compare contents of the current file with archived
versions of files that are saved weekly. Which of the following tools will be MOST effective during the investigation? 

A. cat * | cut –d ‘,’ –f 2,5,7 

B. more * | grep 

C. diff 

D. sort * 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://www.tldp.org/LDP/abs/html/filearchiv.html 
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